
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
director, regional operations. To join our growing team, please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for director, regional operations

Deliver on service level agreements and build business relationships with
senior level management and key customers to drive customer satisfaction
and flawless delivery
Represent distribution to franchises, customers, and internally with quality
and facilities
Ensure optimal asset utilization and strategic capacity planning
Apply process excellence/Lean methodology to increase
effectiveness/efficiency
Collaborate with DC Teams and 3PL partners on process capabilities to
operational efficiency
Ensure training plans are in place for organization and all associates are
trained
Work with Sales, Product Marketing and Commercial Solutions to define and
communicate acceptable deal characteristics for each data center based on
factors such as utilization, market rates, pricing
Ensure integration of key resources for each assigned center to ensure clinical
competency to meet the needs of all patients
Provide clinical presence in relationships with healthcare systems and
providers to assist operations in securing partnerships and care for more
patients
Partner with Directors of Nursing and Executive Directors in QAPI efforts
related to the goals of reducing unnecessary re-hospitalizations

Example of Director, Regional Operations Job
Description
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Must hold or qualify for state license required to operate an Assisted Living
Community
Multtisite Healthcare Leadership for a multi-site strongly preferred
Attend local and regional manager meetings and conduct regional service
dept
Creating and maintaining a positive relationship with customers, ensuring
that department staff is helpful, making customer satisfaction a priority to
ensure referral and repeat business
Working directly with customers and warranty clerks to administer warranty
claims, understanding and applying warranty guidelines
Understand and keep abreast of the federal, state, and local regulations that
affect operations, and comply with these regulations hazardous waste
disposal and OSHA Right-to-Know regulations


